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TO:

Jeffery Sutton, Chief Judge
U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
100 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, OH 45202 | Ph. 513-564-7000

October 7, 2021
Two Attachments
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Cases 20-5854 (Original Case 3:20-cv-298) & 21-5249 (Original Case 3:20-cv-579)
Re: These Cases Will Fix the
U.S. Postal Service, and More
Dear Judge Sutton,
Since May 2020, my public safety appeals case 20-5854 has awaited processing by your
Court. 5854 provides proven low costs second & third treatment options for those who fear the
COVID vaccines. These options, such as zinc & Vitamins C + D, can help to stop
the COVID pandemic. In addition, 5854 seeks to end the three antitrust
violations causing the U.S. debt crisis.
Regarding case 21-5249, stopping said antitrust violations will restore the
U.S. tax base to repeal (terminate) the unconstitutional 2006 Postal Accountability
& Enhancement Act (PAEA). In turn, this will return financial health to the U.S.
Postal Service (U.S.P.S.). PAEA was passed to raise postal prices to pay for the pensions and
healthcare for postal workers. Prior to 2006, these funds were taken from the healthy U.S. tax base.
No problem. However, since 1999, intrusion of the antitrust violations has diminished the tax base.
But PAEA, too, is not working. The Postal Commission regularly raises prices on stamps &
services, scales back services, while reporting losses in the $billions every quarter. At this pace,
eventually a first-class stamp for a 1oz. letter, currently at .58¢, will cost $1.00. But restoring the
tax base by stopping the antitrust violations will remove the pension & healthcare overhead expenses
from the postage we pay. In turn, postage prices must return / decrease to the normal pricing structure
of 1999 while normalizing the traditional postal services (such as one-day mail, etc.).
And whereby Judge Sutton, pursuant to my pending motions, I implore the court to allow
20-5854 and 21-5249 to go forward for addressing these crises. If not, then the U.S.P.S. can only
continue with ever-higher prices and degraded services.
For your ready-reference, I included a 1-page “consent decree” summary w/ footnotes of the
three antitrust violations and page 13 from the 2nd Amended Complaint in case 5854 / 3:20-cv-298
that illustrates the other damaging social effects of these violations.
Respectfully submitted,
____________________________
Daniel Cobble
- Copies to: DC, Appellees in both cases, for Public distribution

- See lawsuits at The-Protect-America-Project.org & Prose-litigants.org

Yes I support this letter.

My Signature (Copy & mail to Judge and others.)
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Federal Case 3:20-cv-298. The $transfer-of-wealth causes ever higher debt
and social deterioration that threatens economic depression: 1
1)
Reinstate provisions of the Glass Steagall Act of 1933 that was repealed
/ terminated in 1999 by Pres. Clinton & the Republican Congress. Since 1933, Glass Steagall
had prevented derivative and hedge fund traders, etc. from placing bank accounts & other
consumer accounts at risk. The court reinstating provisions of Glass-Steagall will “once
again” allow people to safely deposit their monies into banks and other institutions, and for
reasonable rates-of-returns on $interest rates. By restoring the safety of foreign & domestic
$deposits, the economy energizes with minimal debt to banks that are protected from
“receiverships” (run on banks) that led to the 1930s Great Depression.
2)
Reinstate the competitively higher prime interest rate (proposed at
4.75%). Consumers and small business loans will then once again become attractive to banks.
The too low Fed (Federal Reserve) prime rate, today at 0.25%, reduces economic activity
and tax revenues because it chases dollars away from U.S. communities in search of higher
$returns. And it discourages banks from lending to “retail consumers & small businesses” to,
instead, earn more from the larger “corporate loans.” Even though [loan] capital to consumers
and small businesses is the primary engine of the economy. These two conditions require evermore borrowing from the Fed, and thus higher taxes & fees to make-up the economic losses. 2
3)

Stop the illegal Fed loans to investment bankers (Merrill Lynch,

Berkshire Hathaway, Etc.). On May 2, 2008, then Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke
announced that “investment bankers” can now borrow directly from the Fed (today at 0.25%)
in violation of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 (FRA), Section 13, clause 2. Every year,
this practice removes $trillions from “commercial sector circulation” for direct, illegal entry
to the “financial sector” (Wall Street corporations) that prevents “dollar monetization.” To
make-up for these economic losses (transfer of dollars), similar to “too low interest rates,” we
borrow more from the Fed that then forces constant tax & fee hikes, and cutbacks on vital
programs. It reduces the U.S. tax base that brings us ever closer to economic depression. 3
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A. Reversing the $transfer-of-wealth will immediately begin to restore the “organic” U.S. tax base of 1999
at the federal, State, & local levels that minimized borrowing from the Fed. These corrections are needed to
restore funding to housing, education, national defense, the U.S. Postal Service, infrastructure (inclu. street
repaving), climate change, etc. B. Americans should demand Offices of Infrastructure at all three levels
of Gov’mt to ensure their tax dollars follow the actual projects for maintenance and new construction projects.
C. The Infrastructure bullshit from Congress. Simply put, we cannot borrow enough for
infrastructure because it costs too many $trillions to catch-up. Funding must come from the balanced dollar of
1999 that produced tax surpluses (and won the Cold War against Russia, and needed for China today).

2

!! Home prices.!The higher competitive rate will chase away “speculation investors” from housing,
resulting in lower prices for family homebuyers. This same condition will reduce apartment rents, too.!

3

“Monetization” is increases in the value of dollars as they exchange hands in the commercial sector.

Help Stop the “15% Global Minimum Tax” (GM tax)
Congress has no constitutional authority to tie U.S.
sovereignty to the GM tax. Yet still, reversing the three
antitrust violations to restore the U.S. tax base will
eliminate the need for the GM tax, since all other
nations will regain access to the U.S. dollar, too. See
1999 tax surplus in Figure 2, “Proper Distribution of
Reserves (dollars) . . .,” when the tax base was normal.
Thus, stopping the GM tax is another reason to
mail-in your signed letter to Judge Sutton, other elected
officials, and throughout your community.v

See this complete document at The‐Protect‐America‐Project.org & Prose‐Litigants.org

“My priority is the security of
communities of which both
parties are failing. I wrote two
books (on healthcare &
immigration) and fighting five
(5) lawsuits in the courts. If
elected to the U.S. Congress to
replace Rep. Yarmuth, my
work will have the national
platform to push politicians to
straighten-up. So please
register to vote for me in the

Daniel Cobble
Running for
Congress, U.S.
Representative
(Louisville, Dist. 3)
John Yarmuth
Retiring

2022 Republican primary
race on May 17, 2022.”

Thank you.

– Daniel Cobble

Cobble’s Partial Bread-n-Butter Agenda for Congress:
1. Protect “vote counting” in neighborhood voting precincts (see lawsuit) –
2. Reduce crime & violence by promoting fatherhood for families –
3. Reduce taxes by stopping the $transfer‐of‐wealth to Wall Street corporations. We cannot fund
fixing global warming without stopping this $transfer (see lawsuit) –
4. Fix the U.S. Postal Service (see lawsuit) –
5. Stop the border crisis with transactional migration for U.S. employers (see Cobble’s book) –
6. Fix healthcare with Universal Equity‐based Healthcare; covers everyone (inclu. homeless) while
reducing taxes & costs with system of cost‐sharing (see Cobble’s book) –
7. Fix public schools with “neighborhood schools” and “system of parental aides” to teachers
(requires ending busing; bus drivers may join school staffs) –
8. Incorporate no fee childcare into public schools with parental aides; certify middle & high school
students in childcare courses –
9. Apply carbon circulatory redirection program (CCRP) now to reduce global warming & pollution
(until green economy develops; introduced in Cobble’s transactional migration book) –
10. Reign‐in China and Russia by normalizing Fed prime interest rate (recomm. 4.75%, see lawsuit) –

We cannot realistically address
climate change or road infrastructure,
Etc., until stopping the $transfer-ofwealth to Wall Street corporations. This
problem is causing the constant
borrowing from the Federal Reserve.
Cobble’s election to Congress will
bring his lawsuits to a national platform
to fix this problem.
See Cobble’s 16‐point agenda at The‐Protect‐America‐Project.org & Prose‐Litigants.org
- Keep this information for Election Day –

